
Name: Case Keenum

Height: 6-0 

Weight: 208

School Houston

Year: Senior

Date: 10/27/2011

Opponent: Rice

Score: 73-34

Location: Houston

Surface Grass

Climate: Night/Rain

Temperature: Temperate

The Rookie Scouting Portfolio Quarterback Scouting Checklist

Accuracy Score: 21

Arm Strength Score: 2

Delivery Score: 14

Decisions Score 5

BHandling Score: 5

Pocket Presence Score: 15

Scrambling Ability Score: 3

Durability Score: 2

Game Stats 

PAtt: 24

Comp: 37

Pyds: 534

PTds: 9

Ints 1

Dropped 2

Sacked 1

Deflection 0

Fumbles 1

RAtt: 4

RYds: -15

RTds: 0

Overall Score: 67

Category Scores 

HIgh completion rate (>60%) - 5pts: Yes

Deep accuracy - 2pts: Yes

Intermediate accuracy - 7pts: Yes

Short accuracy - 5pts: Yes

Accuracy moving right - 2 pts: Yes

Accuracy moving left - 2pts: No

Avoids locking onto one receiver - 3pts No

Plays with controlled agression - 2pts: No

Manipulates defense with eyes - 2pts: No

Makes effective presnap reads - 2pts: No

Throws ball away to avoid sacks - 3pts: Yes

Checks down judiciously - 2pts: Yes

Delivers from a variety of platforms - 2pts: Yes

Catchable ball (touch, sprials, etc) - 4pts: Yes

Quick release - 4pts: Yes

Compact delivery - 4pts: Yes

Good drop depth - 2pts: No

Play fakes - 1pt: No

Center exchange - 2pts: Yes

Pump fakes - 1pt: No

Ball security while running - 1pt: Yes

Maintains security when hit - 2pts: Yes

Deep velocity - 2pts: No

Deep distance (> than 40 yds) - 2pts: Yes

Intermediate velocity - 5pts: No

Velocity on the move - 2pts: No

Climbs pocket effectively - 5pts: Yes

Willing to take hit to delivery ball - 2pts: Yes

Senses pass rush - 5pts: Yes

Manages outside pressure - 3pts: Yes

Manages pressure up the middle - 3pts: No

Positive yards when breaking the pocket - 2pts: Yes

Positive yards when pocket collapses - 1pt: Yes

Capable of big gains as a runner - 2pts: No

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunities to play thus far in college career--2 pts: No

Without chronic injuries throughout college career (Two or more injuries to same body part)--2 pts Yes

Without injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career--2 pts.: No

Durability 

Accuracy Decisions

Ball handling Delivery 

Arm Strength Pocket Presence

Scrambling



Name: Case Keenum

The Gut Check's QB Scouting Recap

Date: 10/27/2011 Opponent: Rice
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Houston's first possession came with 5:37 in the first quarter after the team returned a kick off 100 yards, allowed a field goal, fumbled a kick return, and allowed a Rice 
touchdown. They were down 10-7 the first time Keenum got on the field. The first play was from an empty backfield shotgun set (3x2) versua Rice's 3-3-5 with two LB's showing 
blitz off the near side. There was n o safety deeper than eight yards off the ball. The first pass was a back shoulder fade along the near sideline 18 yards down field and throw 
from the middle of the field. The ball reached the WR on-time and accurately, but the receiver turned back to the ball a little early, tippiing off the play, and giving the DB a 
chance to knock it away. Keenum took a hit from the blindside edge rusher after releasing the ball.  Two plays later, he completed a 21-yard play on 3rd and 6 with 9:13 in the 
first quarter from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set versus a 3-3-5 with a single high safety at the far hash. He hit his WR Carrier lined wide to the near side on a hook 11 
yards in the flat with good timing on the break and placed so his receiver could turn inside and gain another 10 yards up the flat at the numbers. Keenum has very quick feet and 
his drop and set up looked like a hop with a quick step to set and step into the delivery.  Keenum attempted a pass on 2nd and 4 from the HOU 17 with 3:35 in the first quarter 
from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set versus a 3-3-5 with pressure from slot DB off the far side. He took a rock step from the snap and delivered a screen pass to the 
WR who let the slick ball go through his hands.  After a roughing the kicker on 4th and 4 with 2:50 in the first quarter, Keenum attempted a 1st and 10 pass with 2:48 that 
resulted in an interception. The pass was from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel set versus a 3-3-5 with the slot DB showing blitz off the far side edge. Keenum took a three-step 
drop and delivered a go route from the far hash to the near flat that covered 43 yards from release point to reception area, but the pass was a high-arcing throw lacking velocity. 
This was a ball Keenum needed to drive so his receiver could continue to run under the ball. It appeared the Keenum lacked the arm strength to throw such a ball from the 
opposite hash. This forced the receiver to slow down and lose separation. The CB trailing to the inside now had perfect position and made a high-pointing interception from a 
standing leap at the Rice 35 This was just a bad throw.  Keenum returned to the field on the next series with a five-yard completion on 1st and 10 with 0:59 in the first quarter 
from a 3x2 empty shotgun set with the 3-3-5 showing blitz off the far side by the slot DB and the LB. Keenum took one step back from the snap, bounced on his toes and 
delivered a flat route to his WR's back shoulder four yards down field and the WR ran out of bounds after gaining a yard. After fumbling away a snap for a touchdown, Keenum 
returned to the field down 7-17 and scored a touchdown in two plays. The first play was a 1st and 10 pass interference penalty with 0:10 left from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel 
shotgun set. Rice blitzed two linebackers of the edge with four men coming and seven dropping with a single safety high near the far hash. Keenum delivered another go around 
up the left flat, this time thrown just inside the near hash from the HOU 19 and traveled to the RICE 30 - a 51-yard pass. Again, the pass was a high-arching throw with no real 
velocity and the WR had to wait on the ball to arrive. Fortunately the defender in converage never turned around and he was called for pass interference. This was a not a good 
deep throw.  The next play was an untimed final play on 1st and 10 with 0:00 in the quarter from the HOU 43. Keenum dropped from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set 
and delivered a deep post from his 35 to his receiver breaking open at the the Rice 25. The ball was still late and behind the WR, but the receiver had enough separation down 
field (four yards) that he could slow down and turn his shoulder back to the ball to catch the pass that traveled 40 yards in the air. Keenum has the arm strength to throw the 
ball for distance, but his anticipation will be a key area for development if he wants to become an effective NFL deep ball thrower. His WR on this play scored for a total gain of 
57. Keenum's next attempt was a 1st and 10 pass with 11:14 in the half from a 20 personnel 2x1 receiver, shotgun set versus a 3-3-5 with to safeties high. The QB complteed a 
43-yard reception to his flanker Edwards on the far side of the field against press voerage. Keenum took two hops backwards after the snap, set his feet and delivered a deep 
throw from the near hash to the opposite sideline that traveled from the HOU 26 to the RICE 26 - a 48-yard pass from release to reception. He dropped it over the WR's inside 
shoulder in stride for the 43-yard gain. Maybe he just needed to get warmed up because this was a strong throw with good arc but still enough velocity and anticipation for the 
WR to run under it. Fantastic throw from the opposite hash.  On 1st and 10 with 10:58 in the first quarter, Keenum targeted hi WR Edwards again from a 1x3 receiver, 10 
personnel shotgun set. Edwards was the single receiver on the far side in press. This was a 23-yard sideline go route up the left rail that the WR got a hand on but couldn't bring 
into his body. Good anticpation on the throw.  On 2nd and 10 with 7:29 in the half from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun, Keenum felt pressure to left, rolled right to break 
the pocket and delivered a pass on the move 43 yards down field to his receiver near the right sideline. The ball was a few yards over thrown. This was a good pass in terms of 
distance, accuracy, and velocity if the receiver reacted quicker to it.  He completed a 15-yard pass on 3rd and 10 with 7:21 in the half from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun 
set. Against pressure from the far side edge, Keenum read the situation and targeted his far side slot receiver on a 15-yard sideline curl, throwing the ball with good anticipation 
so the receiver caught the ball out of his break despite two defender over top. This wasn't a high velocity throw from the near side hash.  On 1st and 10 from the 21 Keenum 
threw his second touchdown to Carrier from a 3x1 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun with 6:40 in the half. With one safety high, he found his WR on a deep flat route in the far 
corner of the end zone in tight coverage. He throws the ball  with good arc and the DB never turned back to find the ball and despite being glued to the WR, the pass catcher was 
able to catch the ball dropped over his outside shoulder. Good job sliding left before throwing the ball. Keenum's third touchdown was a 64-yard completion on a 2nd and 6 pass 
with 3:55 in the half from a 3x1 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set versus a 4-man rush. This time Keenum got the mismatch with his slot receiver and threw deep seam to a 
wide open receiver with about seven yards of separation. He released the ball at the HOU 26 and it landed over the head of the WR 50 yards down field. The WR had to slow 
down, but the anticipation was good enough to throw the ball earlier that he gave the receiver the chance to out run the DB early. A beautiful pitch and catch over the inside 
shoulder for the 65-yard touchdown.  Keenum hit his WR Johnson for 12 yards on 1st and 10 with 1:10 in the half from a 1x3 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set. The pass was a 
crossing route to the slot receiver, hitting him in stride at the opposite hash from his release point about five yards down field for a 12-yard gain.  Keenum's fourth touchdown 
was an 18-yard pass with 0:33 in the half from a 2nd and 7 1x3 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set. He found his middle receiver from the trips side on a post just over the LB 
and inside the safety in the end zone. Good anticpiation and placement to the back shoulder with enough velocity and arc to get it over the LB. Keenum's first pass of the second 
half was a 1st and 10 completion for 11 yards from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set with 12:20 in the third quarter. He made a good decision to throw in the direction of 
the blitz, a slot DB blitz from the far side. The QB threw the ball backing away from the pressure and the pass dipped low on the flat route to the slot receiver. But the receiver 
made a good shoetop grap six yards down field and gained another five in the flat outside the numbers for the first down.  His next attempt was a 1st and 10 pass with 9:22 in 
the third quarter from a 20 personnel, 1x2 receiver pistol set, resulting in a 48-yard comlpetion to his lone receiver split to the far side in press coverage. He executed a play 
fake to the RB behind him without the ball extension but turning his back to the defense. He then turned to face the defense, looking to the left sideline and unfurled a 52-yard 
pass from release point to reception that hit the receiver over his head and away from the defender chasing from the inside for a net completion of 48 yards. Keenum attempted 
a pass to Edwards from the Rice 37 with 6:15 in the third quarter from a 12 personel 1x1 receiver pistol. Keenum got blitzed by the far side slot DB and had to make a quick 
decision as he came unblocked. He sidearmed the ball to the far side boundary but didn't place the ball close enough to the WR's back shoulder and it was nearly picked off. It 
should have been picked off. This was a hasty, overaggressive sidearm throw against pressure in his face.  On the next play from the same unbalanced 12 personnel shotgun set, 
he threw his seventh touchdown with 6:10 in the third quarte, this time hitting the go aroute down the rail of the left sideline to the end zone for a 37-yard score that probably 
traveled 47 yards from release point to reception. The WR caught the ball in stride over his inside shoulder.  On 1st and 10 with 2:50 in the third quarter he tossed a 22 yards 
play action poss on a post route in the end zone. The play was a pistol with twin receivers tho the far dside. Good extension of the ball on the play fake as he turned his back. He 
didn't really sell the hand off. Good timing with the pass about 30 yards on the cross. Not a lot of velocity, but on target. This was his eighth touchdown.  Keenum's next target 
was a 1st and 10pass with 14:18 in the game from a 1x2 receiver, 20 personnel shotgun set versus a four man rush. Keenum dropped two steps after a play fake and then 
hitched past the edge rushers tried to collapse the pocket from either side and delivered the ball 30 yards down field to his WR on a deep cross, but he was about 3-4 yards short 
of the target. Good job climbing the pocket, but the throw looked like it didn't come cleanly off his hand.
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Houston's first possession came with 5:37 in the first quarter after the team returned a kick off 100 yards, allowed a field goal, fumbled a kick return, and allowed a Rice 
touchdown. They were down 10-7 the first time Keenum got on the field. The first play was from an empty backfield shotgun set (3x2) versua Rice's 3-3-5 with two LB's showing 
blitz off the near side. There was no safety deeper than eight yards off the ball. The first pass was a back shoulder fade along the near sideline 18 yards down field and throw 
from the middle of the field. The ball reached the WR on-time and accurately, but the receiver turned back to the ball a little early, tippiing off the play, and giving the DB a 
chance to knock it away. Keenum took a hit from the blindside edge rusher after releasing the ball.  After a roughing the kicker on 4th and 4 with 2:50 in the first quarter, 
Keenum attempted a 1st and 10 pass with 2:48 that resulted in an interception. The pass was from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel set versus a 3-3-5 with the slot DB showing blitz 
off the far side edge. Keenum took a three-step drop and delivered a go route from the far hash to the near flat that covered 43 yards from release point to reception area, but 
the pass was a high-arcing throw lacking velocity. This was a ball Keenum needed to drive so his receiver could continue to run under the ball. It appeared the Keenum lacked 
the arm strength to throw such a ball from the opposite hash. This forced the receiver to slow down and lose separation. The CB trailing to the inside now had perfect position 
and made a high-pointing interception from a standing leap at the Rice 35 This was just a bad throw. After fumbling away a snap for a touchdown, Keenum returned to the field 
down 7-17 and scored a touchdown in two plays. The first play was a 1st and 10 pass interference penalty with 0:10 left from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set. Rice 
blitzed two linebackers of the edge with four men coming and seven dropping with a single safety high near the far hash. Keenum delivered another go around up the left flat, 
this time thrown just inside the near hash from the HOU 19 and traveled to the RICE 30 - a 51-yard pass. Again, the pass was a high-arching throw with no real velocity and the 
WR had to wait on the ball to arrive. Fortunately the defender in converage never turned around and he was called for pass interference. This was a not a good deep throw.  The 
next play was an untimed final play on 1st and 10 with 0:00 in the quarter from the HOU 43. Keenum dropped from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set and delivered a 
deep post from his 35 to his receiver breaking open at the the Rice 25. The ball was still late and behind the WR, but the receiver had enough separation down field (four yards) 
that he could slow down and turn his shoulder back to the ball to catch the pass that traveled 40 yards in the air. Keenum has the arm strength to throw the ball for distance, but 
his anticipation will be a key area for development if he wants to become an effective NFL deep ball thrower. His WR on this play scored for a total gain of 57. Keenum's next 
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Keenum has a quick, over the top release. He's an anticipation thrower and not as likely to gun the ball into tight spaces from difficult angles or distances. He's an effective down 
field thrower of the football because of this anticipation and his touch. He places good arc on throws and has a knack for dropping the ball over his receiver's shoulder in tight 
coverage. He sees the field well enough to find recievers in a reasonably crowded pocket and he can throw the ball off his back foot and from different angles. He throws well 
moving to his right.
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Keenum can throw the ball more than 40 yards down field, but he didn't demonstrate the ability to drive the ball with power on deeper routes. When he doesn't throw the ball 
with good anticipation, his high arcing passes can get him into trouble on deeper routes because he brings coverage back into the play and creates unnecessary jump-ball 
situations. I think the extent of his range is probably 45 yards. I'm also uncertain about his ability to drive the ball on intermediate routes, which will be important for him to 
make plays against defenses that force him from the pocket or paint him into a corner. Keenum was frequently too aggressive on plays where he should have either thrown the 
ball away, tried to elude pressure, or tuck the ball and run. He had a few throws that he put up for grabs. It was as if his answer for every time he was pressure was to throw the 
ball at least 15 yards down field and usually 40. His play action game needs work and he was under center once in his game. The big question is whether he can execute a pro 
style game from under center.
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attempt was a 1st and 10 pass with 11:14 in the half from a 20 personnel 2x1 receiver, shotgun set versus a 3-3-5 with to safeties high. The QB complteed a 43-yard reception 
to his flanker Edwards on the far side of the field against press voerage. Keenum took two hops backwards after the snap, set his feet and delivered a deep throw from the near 
hash to the opposite sideline that traveled from the HOU 26 to the RICE 26 - a 48-yard pass from release to reception. He dropped it over the WR's inside shoulder in stride for 
the 43-yard gain. Maybe he just needed to get warmed up because this was a strong throw with good arc but still enough velocity and anticipation for the WR to run under it. 
Fantastic throw from the opposite hash.  On 2nd and 10 with 7:29 in the half from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun, Keenum felt pressure to left, rolled right to break the 
pocket and delivered a pass on the move 43 yards down field to his receiver near the right sideline. The ball was a few yards over thrown. This was a good pass in terms of 
distance, accuracy, and velocity if the receiver reacted quicker to it. He completed a 15-yard pass on 3rd and 10 with 7:21 in the half from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun 
set. Against pressure from the far side edge, Keenum read the situation and targeted his far side slot receiver on a 15-yard sideline curl, throwing the ball with good anticipation 
so the receiver caught the ball out of his break despite two defender over top. This wasn't a high velocity throw from the near side hash.  On 1st and 10 from the 21 Keenum 
threw his second touchdown to Carrier from a 3x1 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun with 6:40 in the half. With one safety high, he found his WR on a deep flat route in the far 
corner of the end zone in tight coverage. He throws the ball  with good arc and the DB never turned back to find the ball and despite being glued to the WR, the pass catcher was 
able to catch the ball dropped over his outside shoulder. Good job sliding left before throwing the ball. Keenum's third touchdown was a 64-yard completion on a 2nd and 6 pass 
with 3:55 in the half from a 3x1 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set versus a 4-man rush. This time Keenum got the mismatch with his slot receiver and threw deep seam to a 
wide open receiver with about seven yards of separation. He released the ball at the HOU 26 and it landed over the head of the WR 50 yards down field. The WR had to slow 
down, but the anticipation was good enough to throw the ball earlier that he gave the receiver the chance to out run the DB early. A beautiful pitch and catch over the inside 
shoulder for the 65-yard touchdown.  His next attempt was a 1st and 10 pass with 9:22 in the third quarter from a 20 personnel, 1x2 receiver pistol set, resulting in a 48-yard 
comlpetion to his lone receiver split to the far side in press coverage. He executed a play fake to the RB behind him without the ball extension but turning his back to the 
defense. He then turned to face the defense, looking to the left sideline and unfurled a 52-yard pass from release point to reception that hit the receiver over his head and away 
from the defender chasing from the inside for a net completion of 48 yards.  On the next play from the same unbalanced 12 personnel shotgun set, he threw his seventh 
touchdown with 6:10 in the third quarte, this time hitting the go aroute down the rail of the left sideline to the end zone for a 37-yard score that probably traveled 47 yards from 
release point to reception. The WR caught the ball in stride over his inside shoulder. On the next possession, Keenum rolled right from a 10 personnel 2x2 receiver shotgun set 
after feeling pressure slanting inside the edge and up the middle. He threw a 15 yards pass up the right flat, but his receiver slipped on the cross, incomplete. Two plays later, he 
hit his receiver for 18 yards from a 3rd and 9 pass from a 2x2 receiver,10 personnel shotgun set with 4:40 in the third quarter. The target was the near side slot receiver on a 
cross who was wide open becasuse the slot DB blitzed as a part of five others at the line that did the same. He saw the slot receiver immedaitely as he dropped from the snap 
and hit the target nine yards down field. The receiver gained nine more. He then hit his RB for two yards on a 20 personnel 1x2 receiver, shotgun pass with 3:45 in the third 
quarter. The pass was a check down to the left sideline as he spun away from pressure coming off the right edge. He executed a half roll to this left and threw the ball to the 
back shoulder of the RB at the line of scrimmage with a defender two yards away over top. The RB only gained two yards. He completed another pass for eight yards from a 1x3 
receiver, 10 personnel shotguin set with 3:19 in the third quarter on a short cross that was cut off under the LB for eight. On 1st and 10 with 2:50 in the third quarter he tossed 
a 22 yards play action poss on a post route in the end zone. The play was a pistol with twin receivers tho the far dside. Good extension of the ball on the play fake as he turned 
his back. He didn't really sell the hand off. Good timing with the pass about 30 yards on the cross. Not a lot of velocity, but on target. This was his eighth touchdown.  On 1st and 
10 with 2:50 in the third quarter he tossed a 22 yards play action poss on a post route in the end zone. The play was a pistol with twin receivers tho the far dside. Good 
extension of the ball on the play fake as he turned his back. He didn't really sell the hand off. Good timing with the pass about 30 yards on the cross. Not a lot of velocity, but on 
target. This was his eighth touchdown.  Keenum's next target was a 1st and 10pass with 14:18 in the game from a 1x2 receiver, 20 personnel shotgun set versus a four man 
rush. Keenum dropped two steps after a play fake and then hitched past the edge rushers tried to collapse the pocket from either side and delivered the ball 30 yards down field 
to his WR on a deep cross, but he was about 3-4 yards short of the target. Good job climbing the pocket, but the throw looked like it didn't come cleanly off his hand.
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Houston's first possession came with 9:37 in the first quarter after the team returned a kick off 100 yards, allowed a field goal, fumbled a kick return, and allowed a Rice 
touchdown. They were down 10-7 the first time Keenum got on the field. The first play was from an empty backfield shotgun set (3x2) versua Rice's 3-3-5 with two LB's showing 
blitz off the near side. There was no safety deeper than eight yards off the ball. The first pass was a back shoulder fade along the near sideline 18 yards down field and throw 
from the middle of the field. The ball reached the WR on-time and accurately, but the receiver turned back to the ball a little early, tippiing off the play, and giving the DB a 
chance to knock it away. Keenum took a hit from the blindside edge rusher after releasing the ball. He had a very quick set and release of the football.  Two plays later, he 
completed a 21-yard play on 3rd and 6 with 9:13 in the first quarter from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set versus a 3-3-5 with a single high safety at the far hash. He 
hit his WR Carrier lined wide to the near side on a hook 11 yards in the flat with good timing on the break and placed so his receiver could turn inside and gain another 10 yards 
up the flat at the numbers. Keenum has very quick feet and his drop and set up looked like a hop with a quick step to set and step into the delivery.  Keenum attempted a pass 
on 2nd and 4 from the HOU 17 with 3:35 in the first quarter from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set versus a 3-3-5 with pressure from slot DB off the far side. He took a 
rock step from the snap and delivered a screen pass to the WR who let the slick ball go through his hands.  Keenum returned to the field on the next series with a five-yard 
completion on 1st and 10 with 0:59 in the first quarter from a 3x2 empty shotgun set with the 3-3-5 showing blitz off the far side by the slot DB and the LB. Keenum took one 
step back from the snap, bounced on his toes and delivered a flat route to his WR's back shoulder four yards down field and the WR ran out of bounds after gaining a yard.  The 
next play was an untimed final play on 1st and 10 with 0:00 in the quarter from the HOU 43. Keenum dropped from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set and delivered a 
deep post from his 35 to his receiver breaking open at the the Rice 25. The ball was still late and behind the WR, but the receiver had enough separation down field (four yards) 
that he could slow down and turn his shoulder back to the ball to catch the pass that traveled 40 yards in the air. Keenum has the arm strength to throw the ball for distance, but 
his anticipation will be a key area for development if he wants to become an effective NFL deep ball thrower. His WR on this play scored for a total gain of 57.  It was a throw 
with a very quick release. Keenum's next attempt was a 1st and 10 pass with 11:14 in the half from a 20 personnel 2x1 receiver, shotgun set versus a 3-3-5 with to safeties 
high. The QB complteed a 43-yard reception to his flanker Edwards on the far side of the field against press voerage. Keenum took two hops backwards after the snap, set his 
feet and delivered a deep throw from the near hash to the opposite sideline that traveled from the HOU 26 to the RICE 26 - a 48-yard pass from release to reception. He dropped 
it over the WR's inside shoulder in stride for the 43-yard gain. Maybe he just needed to get warmed up because this was a strong throw with good arc but still enough velocity 
and anticipation for the WR to run under it. Fantastic throw from the opposite hash.  On 2nd and 10 with 7:29 in the half from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun, Keenum felt 
pressure to left, rolled right to break the pocket and delivered a pass on the move 43 yards down field to his receiver near the right sideline. The ball was a few yards over 
thrown. This was a good pass in terms of distance, accuracy, and velocity if the receiver reacted quicker to it. Keenum's first pass of the second half was a 1st and 10 completion 
for 11 yards from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set with 12:20 in the third quarter. He made a good decision to throw in the direction of the blitz, a slot DB blitz from the 
far side. The QB threw the ball backing away from the pressure and the pass dipped low on the flat route to the slot receiver. But the receiver made a good shoetop grap six 
yards down field and gained another five in the flat outside the numbers for the first down. Keenum attempted a pass to Edwards from the Rice 37 with 6:15 in the third quarter 
from a 12 personel 1x1 receiver pistol. Keenum got blitzed by the far side slot DB and had to make a quick decision as he came unblocked. He sidearmed the ball to the far side 
boundary but didn't place the ball close enough to the WR's back shoulder and it was nearly picked off. It should have been picked off. This was a hasty, overaggressive sidearm 
throw against pressure in his face.
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Houston's first possession came with 9:37 in the first quarter after the team returned a kick off 100 yards, allowed a field goal, fumbled a kick return, and allowed a Rice 
touchdown. They were down 10-7 the first time Keenum got on the field. The first play was from an empty backfield shotgun set (3x2) versua Rice's 3-3-5 with two LB's showing 
blitz off the near side. There was no safety deeper than eight yards off the ball. The first pass was a back shoulder fade along the near sideline 18 yards down field and throw 
from the middle of the field. The ball reached the WR on-time and accurately, but the receiver turned back to the ball a little early, tippiing off the play, and giving the DB a 
chance to knock it away. Keenum took a hit from the blindside edge rusher after releasing the ball. Two plays later, he completed a 21-yard play on 3rd and 6 with 9:13 in the 
first quarter from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set versus a 3-3-5 with a single high safety at the far hash. He hit his WR Carrier lined wide to the near side on a hook 11 
yards in the flat with good timing on the break and placed so his receiver could turn inside and gain another 10 yards up the flat at the numbers. Keenum has very quick feet and 
his drop and set up looked like a hop with a quick step to set and step into the delivery. Keenum attempted a pass on 2nd and 4 from the HOU 17 with 3:35 in the first quarter 
from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set versus a 3-3-5 with pressure from slot DB off the far side. He took a rock step from the snap and delivered a screen pass to the 
WR who let the slick ball go through his hands. After a roughing the kicker on 4th and 4 with 2:50 in the first quarter, Keenum attempted a 1st and 10 pass with 2:48 that 
resulted in an interception. The pass was from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel set versus a 3-3-5 with the slot DB showing blitz off the far side edge. Keenum took a three-step 
drop and delivered a go route from the far hash to the near flat that covered 43 yards from release point to reception area, but the pass was a high-arcing throw lacking velocity. 
This was a ball Keenum needed to drive so his receiver could continue to run under the ball. It appeared the Keenum lacked the arm strength to throw such a ball from the 
opposite hash. This forced the receiver to slow down and lose separation. The CB trailing to the inside now had perfect position and made a high-pointing interception from a 
standing leap at the Rice 35 This was just a bad throw. Keenum returned to the field on the next series with a five-yard completion on 1st and 10 with 0:59 in the first quarter 
from a 3x2 empty shotgun set with the 3-3-5 showing blitz off the far side by the slot DB and the LB. Keenum took one step back from the snap, bounced on his toes and 
delivered a flat route to his WR's back shoulder four yards down field and the WR ran out of bounds after gaining a yard. On the next play, a 3rd and 6 with 0:31 in the first 
quarter, Keenum fumbled the ball away for a touchdown on a 1x3 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun snap. Once again, Keenum motioned the RB to the trips side. This time he tried 
to deliver the ball to his receiver in the near flat on a screen, but the ball slipped from his hand in the ran as he began his delivering and Rice recovered the fumble, returning it 
for a touchdown. After fumbling away a snap for a touchdown, Keenum returned to the field down 7-17 and scored a touchdown in two plays. The first play was a 1st and 10 pass 
interference penalty with 0:10 left from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set. Rice blitzed two linebackers of the edge with four men coming and seven dropping with a 
single safety high near the far hash. Keenum delivered another go around up the left flat, this time thrown just inside the near hash from the HOU 19 and traveled to the RICE 
30 - a 51-yard pass. Again, the pass was a high-arching throw with no real velocity and the WR had to wait on the ball to arrive. Fortunately the defender in converage never 
turned around and he was called for pass interference. This was not a good deep throw. The next play was an untimed final play on 1st and 10 with 0:00 in the quarter from the 
HOU 43. Keenum dropped from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set and delivered a deep post from his 35 to his receiver breaking open at the the Rice 25. The ball was still 
late and behind the WR, but the receiver had enough separation down field (four yards) that he could slow down and turn his shoulder back to the ball to catch the pass that 
traveled 40 yards in the air. Keenum has the arm strength to throw the ball for distance, but his anticipation will be a key area for development if he wants to become an 
effective NFL deep ball thrower. His WR on this play scored for a total gain of 57. Keenum's next attempt was a 1st and 10 pass with 11:14 in the half from a 20 personnel 2x1 
receiver, shotgun set versus a 3-3-5 with to safeties high. The QB complteed a 43-yard reception to his flanker Edwards on the far side of the field against press voerage. 
Keenum took two hops backwards after the snap, set his feet and delivered a deep throw from the near hash to the opposite sideline that traveled from the HOU 26 to the RICE 
26 - a 48-yard pass from release to reception. He dropped it over the WR's inside shoulder in stride for the 43-yard gain. Maybe he just needed to get warmed up because this 
was a strong throw with good arc but still enough velocity and anticipation for the WR to run under it. Fantastic throw from the opposite hash. On 1st and 10 with 10:58 in the 
first quarter, Keenum targeted hi WR Edwards again from a 1x3 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set. Edwards was the single receiver on the far side in press. This was a 23-yard 
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sideline go route up the left rail that the WR got a hand on but couldn't bring into his body. Good anticpation on the throw. He targeted Edwards once again two plays later on 
3rd and 3 on a corner route to the left side. He threw the ball out of bounds on this play from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set. The throw was off his back foot and he 
saw that the receiver had high-low bracket coverage. There was no one open on the left side of the field on this play. On 1st and 10 with 8:33 in the first quarter, Keenum found 
his RB for eight yards from a 20 personnel 1x2 receiver, shotgun set. His RB was split far side of the QB and motioned behind the QB just before the snap, releasing on a swing 
route with the near side RB leading the way as a blocker. Keenum dumped a quick pass to the RB's back shoulder and he gained the read behind his blocks down field. On 2nd 
and 2 with 8:00 in the half, Keenum hit his WR Carrier from a 3x1 receiver, 10 personnel set on flat route from the slot receiver. He hit the WR at the first down marker in the 
left flat, throwing the ball while retreating. The WR angled back to the pass to catch it two yards from the line of scrimmage and turned up field for another three. Ont eh 
following play, he targeted Edwards on a 1st and 10 pass from a 1x3 receiver 10 pesonnel shotgun set with 7:49 in the half. The WR ran a stop and go route and Keenum threw 
a hook route, incomplete. On 2nd and 10 with 7:29 in the half from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun, Keenum felt pressure to left, rolled right to break the pocket and 
delivered a pass on the move 43 yards down field to his receiver near the right sideline. The ball was a few yards over thrown. This was a good pass in terms of distance, 
accuracy, and velocity if the receiver reacted quicker to it.  He completed a 15-yard pass on 3rd and 10 with 7:21 in the half from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set. 
Against pressure from the far side edge, Keenum read the situation and targeted his far side slot receiver on a 15-yard sideline curl, throwing the ball with good anticipation so 
the receiver caught the ball out of his break despite two defender over top. This wasn't a high velocity throw from the near side hash. He targeted the WR the same receiver 
Carrier on the next play from a 1st and 10 with 7:00 in the half from 1x3 receiver shotgun set but he overthrew the post route by five yards. The QB complained of pass 
interference and there was a grab by the DB after the initial release, but not really blatant. On 1st and 10 from the 21 Keenum threw his second touchdown to Carrier from a 3x1 
receiver, 10 personnel shotgun with 6:40 in the half. With one safety high, he found his WR on a deep flat route in the far corner of the end zone in tight coverage. He throws the 
ball  with good arc and the DB never turned back to find the ball and despite being glued to the WR, the pass catcher was able to catch the ball dropped over his outside 
shoulder. Good job sliding left before throwing the ball. Keenum's third touchdown was a 64-yard completion on a 2nd and 6 pass with 3:55 in the half from a 3x1 receiver, 10 
personnel shotgun set versus a 4-man rush. This time Keenum got the mismatch with his slot receiver and threw deep seam to a wide open receiver with about seven yards of 
separation. He released the ball at the HOU 26 and it landed over the head of the WR 50 yards down field. The WR had to slow down, but the anticipation was good enough to 
throw the ball earlier that he gave the receiver the chance to out run the DB early. A beautiful pitch and catch over the inside shoulder for the 65-yard touchdown. This time he 
held the defense in the middle of the field before looking left and delivering the ball. Keenum's next attempt was a 1st and 10 pass with 2:00 in the half from a 1x3 receiver, 10 
personnel shotgun set versus two safeties deep and three LBs in zone. Keenum dropped a few steps with two scissors steps, looking down the middle of the field. As the edge 
rushers for Rice got up field, Keenum hitched a few times to climb the pocket and delivered the ball down field from the HOU 33 to Rice 14 in the right flat at the numbers. The 
pass turned around the receiver who expected the ball inside but Keenum's high arcing throw carried outside and was uncatchable. Keenum hit his WR Johnson for 12 yards on 
1st and 10 with 1:10 in the half from a 1x3 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set. The pass was a crossing route to the slot receiver, hitting him in stride at the opposite hash from 
his release point about five yards down field for a 12-yard gain. Keenum's fourth touchdown was an 18-yard pass with 0:33 in the half from a 2nd and 7 1x3 receiver, 10 
personnel shotgun set. He found his middle receiver from the trips side on a post just over the LB and inside the safety in the end zone. Good anticpiation and placement to the 
back shoulder with enough velocity and arc to get it over the LB. Keenum's first pass of the second half was a 1st and 10 completion for 11 yards from a 2x2 receiver, 10 
personnel shotgun set with 12:20 in the third quarter. He made a good decision to throw in the direction of the blitz, a slot DB blitz from the far side. The QB threw the ball 
backing away from the pressure and the pass dipped low on the flat route to the slot receiver. But the receiver made a good shoetop grap six yards down field and gained 
another five in the flat outside the numbers for the first down. Two plays later, Keenum threw his fifth touchdown on 1st and 10 with 11:43 in the third quarter from a 2x2 
receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set, hitting his RB on a bullet route up the seam 13 yards down field. The pass was a little behind the RB at this back shoulder and he had to wait 
on it, but the route split the defense in half and he took it 28 yards after the catch. This pass broke the all-time college record for touchdown passes. His next attempt was a 1st 
and 10 pass with 9:22 in the third quarter from a 20 personnel, 1x2 receiver pistol set, resulting in a 48-yard comlpetion to his lone receiver split to the far side in press 
coverage. He executed a play fake to the RB behind him without the ball extension but turning his back to the defense. He then turned to face the defense, looking to the left 
sideline and unfurled a 52-yard pass from release point to reception that hit the receiver over his head and away from the defender chasing from the inside for a net completion 
of 48yards. His next pass was a swing route to the RB for no gain. The following play was Keenum's sixth touchdown with 8:47 in the third quarter from a 2nd and 10 2x2 
receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set. The RB motioned away from the backfield to the near side slot and Keenum hit him on a smash screen at the line of of scrimmage while 
hopping off his back foot. The RB caught the ball and split the middle of the defense for the score. On the next series, Keenum completed a seven-yard pass from a 1x3 receiver, 
10 personnel shotgun set to his middle trips receiver motioning to the far side slot and releasing on a drag route a few yards past the line. Keenum hit the WR at the back 
shoulder and he gained another five yards before he was pushed out of bounds. Three plays later, Keenum attempted a pass to Edwards from the Rice 37 with 6:15 in the third 
quarter from a 12 personel 1x1 receiver pistol. Keenum got blitzed by the far side slot DB and had to make a quick decision as he came unblocked. He sidearmed the ball to the 
far side boundary but didn't place the ball close enough to the WR's back shoulder and it was nearly picked off. It should have been picked off. This was a hasty, overaggressive 
sidearm throw against pressure in his face. On the next play from the same unbalanced 12 personnel shotgun set, he threw his seventh touchdown with 6:10 in the third quarte, 
this time hitting the go aroute down the rail of the left sideline to the end zone for a 37-yard score that probably traveled 47 yards from release point to reception. The WR 
caught the ball in stride over his inside shoulder. Keenum's next target was a 1st and 10pass with 14:18 in the game from a 1x2 receiver, 20 personnel shotgun set versus a four 
man rush. Keenum dropped two steps after a play fake and then hitched past the edge rushers tried to collapse the pocket from either side and delivered the ball 30 yards down 
field to his WR on a deep cross, but he was about 3-4 yards short of the target. Good job climbing the pocket, but the throw looked like it didn't come cleanly off his hand. He 
attempted a 4th and 2 pass with 13:00 let from a 12 personnel 1x1 receiver set. The only pass I saw from center. His play fake didn't get enough extension of the ball and he 
executed a half roll to the right. He slipped during the roll but recovered his footing to rush a deep throw 40 yards down field that was late, lacking velocity, and distance. The DB 
batted the ball to the ground as the receiver tried to work back to it at the five. Poor decision. Keenum's final touchdown was a 47-yard pass on 3rd and 4 with 10:20 in the 
game from a 2x2 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set. The pass was a short cross that the WR bounced outside for his ninth touchdown.
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On the next play, a 3rd and 6 with 0:31 in the first quarter, Keenum fumbled the ball away for a touchdown on a 1x3 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun snap. Once again, Keenum 
motioned the RB to the trips side. This time he tried to deliver the ball to his receiver in the near flat on a screen, but the ball slipped from his hand in the ran as he began his 
delivering and Rice recovered the fumble, returning it for a touchdown. This was a slick ball with the ran, but Keenum's hands in bad weather might be something to study 
further.  His next attempt was a 1st and 10 pass with 9:22 in the third quarter from a 20 personnel, 1x2 receiver pistol set, resulting in a 48-yard comlpetion to his lone receiver 
split to the far side in press coverage. He executed a play fake to the RB behind him without the ball extension but turning his back to the defense. He then turned to face the 
defense, looking to the left sideline and unfurled a 52-yard pass from release point to reception that hit the receiver over his head and away from the defender chasing from the 
inside for a net completion of 48 yards.  On 1st and 10 with 2:50 in the third quarter he tossed a 22 yards play action poss on a post route in the end zone. The play was a pistol 
with twin receivers tho the far dside. Good extension of the ball on the play fake as he turned his back. He didn't really sell the hand off. Good timing with the pass about 30 
yards on the cross. Not a lot of velocity, but on target. This was his eighth touchdown.
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Keenum was sacked on a 3rd and 7 with 8:08 in the first quarter from a 3x1 receiver, 10 personnel set versus a 3-3-5 with the near side LB showing blitz off the edge. Keenean 
looked to the trips side at the snap and expected the slot receiver to come open because the coverage appeared to be a combo of the safety high and the linebacker shallow, but 
nothing came open on that side immediately. In fact, all of the routes appeared to be longer breaking than he thought and Keenan hitched directly into the far side DE collapsing 
the RT into the pocket. The DE wrapped Keenan for the sack. Keenum bounces in the pocket and he really didn't have great control over his feet in this situation, bouncing 
directly into the pressure.  On 1st and 10 from the 21 Keenum threw his second touchdown to Carrier from a 3x1 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun with 6:40 in the half. With one 
safety high, he found his WR on a deep flat route in the far corner of the end zone in tight coverage. He throws the ball  with good arc and the DB never turned back to find the 
ball and despite being glued to the WR, the pass catcher was able to catch the ball dropped over his outside shoulder. Good job sliding left before throwing the ball. Keenum's 
third touchdown was a 64-yard completion on a 2nd and 6 pass with 3:55 in the half from a 3x1 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set versus a 4-man rush. This time Keenum got 
the mismatch with his slot receiver and threw deep seam to a wide open receiver with about seven yards of separation. He released the ball at the HOU 26 and it landed over the 
head of the WR 50 yards down field. The WR had to slow down, but the anticipation was good enough to throw the ball earlier that he gave the receiver the chance to out run the 
DB early. A beautiful pitch and catch over the inside shoulder for the 65-yard touchdown. He took a shot just as he finished the throw. Keenum attempted a pass to Edwards 
from the Rice 37 with 6:15 in the third quarter from a 12 personel 1x1 receiver pistol. Keenum got blitzed by the far side slot DB and had to make a quick decision as he came 
unblocked. He sidearmed the ball to the far side boundary but didn't place the ball close enough to the WR's back shoulder and it was nearly picked off. It should have been 
picked off. This was a hasty, overaggressive sidearm throw against pressure in his face.  Keenum's next target was a 1st and 10pass with 14:18 in the game from a 1x2 receiver, 
20 personnel shotgun set versus a four man rush. Keenum dropped two steps after a play fake and then hitched past the edge rushers tried to collapse the pocket from either 
side and delivered the ball 30 yards down field to his WR on a deep cross, but he was about 3-4 yards short of the target. Good job climbing the pocket, but the throw looked like 
it didn't come cleanly off his hand.
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 On 3rd and 4 with 3:31 in the first quarter, Keenum rushed for no gain from a 1x3 receiver, 10 personnel shotgun set veruss a 3-3-5. Keenum sent the back in motion to the 
trips side behind the middle trips receiver. Keenan looked to the RB on the screen, but saw the coverage was good and tried to break the pocket up RG. He ran around a 
defender shooting for his legs about two yards from the line of scrimmage, but he could not beat the pursuit past the line. He was dropped for no gain.
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Tore an ACL his junior year.




